ABSTRACT Currently, with the growth of the Internet of Things devices and the emergence of massive edge resources, security protection content has not only empowered IoT devices with the accumulation of networked computing and storage as a flexible whole but also enabled storing, transferring and processing DIKW (data, information, knowledge, and wisdom) content at the edge of the network from multiple devices in a mobile manner. However, understanding various DIKW content or resources poses a conceptual challenge in unifying the semantics of the core concepts as a starting point. Through building metamodels of the DIKW framework, we propose to cognitively formalize the semantics of the key elements of the DIKW in a conceptual process. The formalization centers on modeling the perceived world only by relationships or semantics as the prime atomic comprising elements. Based on this cognitive world model, we reveal the difference between relationships and entities during the conceptualization process as a foundation for distinguishing data and information. Thereafter, we show the initial case for using this formalization to construct security protection solutions for edge computing scenarios centering on type conversions among typed resources formalized through our proposed formalization of the DIKW.
The emergence of new usage requests on the accumulated content from multiple sources of various integrated, especially mobile [16] , [17] , devices at the edge has introduced new security challenges [18] [19] [20] . Security protection [42] , especially of implicit content [21] , [22] from multiple mobile sources in the edge, poses new challenges [23] , [24] to the collection, identification, customization of protection strategies, and resource modeling of data. However, understanding the various DIKW content or resources [25] poses, at first, a conceptual challenge to its unification and the semantics of the core concepts as a starting point for subsequent resource modeling and solutions.
Through building metamodels of the DIKW framework, we propose to cognitively and constructively formalize the semantics of key elements of DIKW resources in a conceptual VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ process. The formalization focuses on the ideology of modeling the perceived world as only as relationships or semantics as the prime atomic comprising elements. We proposed this relationship-dominating expression perspective of semantics as a model of relationship-defined everything of semantics (RDXS) [26] where the semantics of concepts are evaluated from the origin of existing semantics. We proposed a conceptual formalization framework [27] , [31] and theorems for existence-level semantic evaluation and reasoning to automate processing in what we call existence computation [26] . Based on this cognitive world model, we revealed the difference between concepts such as relationships and entities during the conceptualization process as a conceptual foundation to distinguish the semantics of data [28] , [29] and information and knowledge. Based on this formalization of the related concepts, we proposed modeling scenarios of security protection centering resource type transitions in graph [55] forms of data graphs, information graphs and knowledge graphs [2] , [30] , [32] . Thereafter, we showed the initial cases of security protection in formalized scenarios for edge computing scenarios centering on type conversions among typed resources formalized through our proposed formalization of DIKW. We focused on modeling the security and privacy content [33] , [34] and relationships of a smart city's multiple edge sources by classifying them as typed resources [35] of types of data, information and knowledge in our DIKW architecture, and modeling and designing resource security protection as compositions [36] of data level security, information level security, and knowledge level security. For example, a piece of content might exist explicitly as a piece of data or a set of data [37] in a data graph, or it might take the implicit [38] , [39] form of being expressed as a series of relationships in an information graph. If the content is expressed in data form such as directly expressing the health condition of a human by specific indicators such as blood pressure, body weight/height, etc., the data level security protection is directed to prevent unexpected operations on target numbers. The health condition of a human can also be expressed implicitly by the walking speed, sleeping rhythm, etc., and thus, the information level protection is directed to block the probabilistic [40] links among activities and other resources for identifying [41] the speed and rhythms from the source. Thereafter, we propose protection solutions for security aspects, including resource integrity, resource confidentiality and resource availability, to support security protection for administering the city and for the citizens. We propose to protect security resources by transforming them into other typed resources in DIKW graphs, which requires considerably more resources to be evaluated in terms of computation, storage and communication in DIKW graphs. Our proposed security protection can be implemented with interactive costdriven [43] strategies, which maximizes the benefits of stakeholders and minimizes the cost [44] , [45] of stakeholders by precisely matching the expected protection degree in terms of implementation and budget plan of protection investment from global business goals on the stakeholder side. In general,
we present a metamodel of typed DIKW resources and a type transformation-based value-driven resource protection approach. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 illustrates related work. Section 3 presents the meta-modeling and formalization of DIKW graphs. Section 4 shows the transformation mechanism of typed resources. Section 5 states the protection for aspects of security, including integrity, confidentiality and availability. Section 6 shows the simulation. We conclude in Section 7.
II. RELATED WORK
With the extensive application and rapid development of the IoT, big data and the 5G network architecture, the considerable data generated by edge equipment of smart cities and the real-time service requirements are far beyond the capacity of the traditional cloud computing model [46] . Edge computing can offload some storage and computational tasks from cloud data centers to the edge of the network, which could raise many challenges related to security and security concerns. In particular, data security protection is the most important service [2] in edge computing.
Most of the work on security preservation assumes that the data are a single table with attribute information for each of the entries [47] . However, real-world data often exist with more complexity. Real-world data are often relational, represented as multi-graphs and can exhibit rich dependencies between entities. The challenge of anonymizing graph data lies in understanding these dependencies and removing sensitive information, which can be inferred by direct or indirect means [20] . Even in single-table data, removing identifying information such as social security numbers is not enough to preserve the security of individuals represented in the data [48] . While it is possible to represent the nodes of a graph in a single table if the nodes have the same type, it is not clear how to do this when the nodes exhibit relationships and when there are nodes of different types. Miklau et al. defined k-candidate anonymity for graph data based on the degrees of the nodes in the neighborhoods of the nodes to be anonymized [49] . Zheleva proposed preserving the security of sensitive relationships in graph data [20] . Hundepool et al. proposed making useful inferences from groups while preserving the security of individuals who contributed their data [50] . Danezis et al. proposed protecting security through designing models [51] . They illustrated that security is also protected through policy and law. Eberle and Holder [52] presented an approach for discovering structural anomalies in graph-based data. Soria-Comas and Domingo-Ferrer [48] presented the idea that security degree is proportional to the exposure of the degree of linkability, which is compatible with a security model. McSherry [53] proposed focusing on sequential composition and parallel composition in composability properties. Our proposed approach to model security targets as integrity, confidentiality and availability thereafter protects target security from unwanted secondary use [54] through type-level transformation in the DIKW architecture.
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Knowledge identification [57] and representation is a critical topic in AI [58] . Most embedding methods merely concentrate on the triple fitting and ignore the explicit semantic expression, leading to an uninterpretable representation form [59] , [60] . Traditional embedding methods not only degrade performance but also restrict many potential applications. Chein and Mugnier [61] proposed a semantic representation method for a knowledge graph that imposes a two-level hierarchical generative process that extracts aspects and locally assigns specific categories. Mugnier [62] proposed using structural and textual encoding technology to represent a knowledge graph. Sowa [63] proposed representing knowledge in logical, philosophical, and computational foundations. Chen et al. proposed visualization of data information and knowledge [64] . We propose to protect security resources by classifying them into data, information and knowledge in a three-tier architecture consisting of a data graph, an information graph and a knowledge graph.
The dynamic reconstruction of computation and storage resources not only improves the utilization of resources but also simplifies management. Some of the workloads that use common resource computing and storage technologies can handle the current cloud system to avoid saturated clouds [65] . Shao et al. [66] described a payment as users use a resource security provision approach based on data graphs, information graphs and knowledge graphs. Following the ideology of value-driven design, Duan et al. [25] proposed a systemic formalization for using data, information and knowledge graphs for cost-effective [67] optimization purposes [68] , [69] . Song et al. [13] argued that it is necessary to consume bandwidth to transmit resources between nodes in the Internet of Things, which aims to obtain storage and computation resources from other nodes to satisfy user demands. We protect target security resources with a cost-driven interactive method, which maximizes the benefit of stakeholders while minimizing the cost for security protection.
III. METAMODELING AND FORMALIZATION OF THE DIKW FRAMEWORK
Through extending our previous work on an empirical study of DIKW [14] , [70] , we proposed the following formalization of the DIKW framework, which focuses on a conceptualization process with a cognitively designed explanation to reveal the semantics of the core concepts and their extensions in our proposed expression model of relationship-defined everything of semantics.
A. GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE PERCEIVED WORLD
We proposed the improved UML metamodel of data, information, knowledge and wisdom framework [71] , as shown in Fig. 1 . The modeling centers on the concepts of ''human'' and ''existence'', which we decomposed as objective existence and conceptually acknowledged existence that might be subjective. We added the confirmation of nonexistence as a form of confirmed existence because it has the deterministic semantic.
existence confirmed ::=< (existence objective , existence conceptual ) positive , nonexistence confirmed > The perceived real world, which contains the perceived objective real world, comprises content related to objective existence and aggregates conceptual existence. The objective existence matches perceived objective ''True/False'', while the conceptual existence can be bundled into a subjective evaluation of ''Yes/No'' [72] , which is evaluated as conforming to. Content bundled to conceptual existence can be imaginary or incorrectly proposed content. The meaning of ''Null'' does not contain the subjective case of confirmation of not objectively guaranteed ''No''. Confirmed inconsistency automatically leads to a denial of the existence of a previously confirmed existence. The null here does not refer to the concept of empty because empty can refer to the situation of a thing is not known by a stakeholder but actually exists. The perceived world, instead of the objective real world, lays the foundation of observation-related material and processing by humans. We propose that semantics are expressed or perceived meanings of things by humans. Intuitively, it is easy to perceive that semantics comprising both relationships and entities while confirming the intent of a human. However, if we reason recursively, it is difficult to intuitively prioritize the concepts of relationship and entity in terms of which concept is more fundamental than the other. We perceive that concept is a categorization and an express form of shared semantics by stakeholders. Both data and information can be classified as concepts as long as they go through the process of conceptualization. In general, semantics are expressed as relationships that are associated with humans among various existing conceptual content. A purpose is a semantic or relationship that has an implicit or explicit end or target or intent associated with a specific human. Value can be measured in addition to a human purpose in contrast to other choices that are relatively correspondingly based on the prejudice of difference and frequency of occurrence of the sameness in terms of quality or quantity. ::=<difference purpose , sameness purpose > relative ::=relative <quality directed(difference) , quantity frequency > Distinguishing between the semantics of basic concepts of data and information demands the revelation of the hidden implicitly related conceptualization process of corresponding concepts from the atomic concepts that have clearly defined semantics [73] .
B. ''ENTITY VS. RELATIONSHIP'' IN A PERCEIVED WORLD
According to our formalization of the difference between data vs. information, we consider the traditional problem of distinguishing between ''entity vs. relationship'' [74] . Through exhibition of the conceptual process of both entity and relationship, we reveal that entity is a unity that matches an individual or independent or self-complete instance that does not refer to more than one identification of existence semantic, mostly in the form of conceptual existence. Relationship is actually more fundamental than entity following the clause that everything in the perceived world is bundled with at least a purpose at the time of accomplishing the cognitive identification process. The perceived world comprises solely conceptual relationships or both implicit and explicit semantics. We propose that the relationship is the prime and solely atomic element or content of cognition. The perceived world or cognition is fully based on relationships or defined by relationships as long as the semantic is traced back to existence-level semantic evaluation. Therefore, entity as a perceived element in a perceived world is composed of atomic-level elements of relationships. In this purely constructed perceived world of relationships, every relationship is connected without exception. Relationships mutually define each other's meanings. The conversion from relationship to entity is implemented through the abstraction process, which summarizes the commonalities of relationships to form a scope as the boundary of an independent identification that can be assumed to represent an unlimited number of instances. The difference between explicit and implicit semantics is based on mismatching the relationship to entity expressions as source and target sides of expressions. To support deeper semantic formalization on this formalized perceived world, we propose using the conceptual difference of ''same vs. different'' as the foundation for further conceptualization towards extracting the formal semantic of extended concepts. Identification of things is based on the conceptual evaluation of ''sameness vs. difference''. The confirmation of sameness of a thing at the stage as a result of an observation constructively relates the independent thing to existing things or concepts. An identification process always needs to settle the boundary of the identification target, which is completed by bundling the semantic of completeness of the identification activation through reasoning or human interaction. The completion of settling the conceptual boundary from unlimited or unknown can be implemented through unlimited abstraction, or reasoning, or subjectively hypothesising for unknown content. identification ::=<evaluation individual (Same vs. Different), Completion group<quantity,sequence> (existence(content))> completion ::=(unlimited abstraction | unknown reasoning|hypothesis ) Observation of a thing can be integrated with the evaluation of whether the thing is the same or different from existing data, information and knowledge. Then, the process functions implicitly as a content generation process to implicitly evaluate ''same'' or ''different''. The result is a piece of content that we represent by default with a specific identification representing whether the target thing or content is the same as or different from an existing labeled or recognized thing or content of one or several types of DIKW resources. We separate ID as a form of information from other information because it is basic information of the existence of the targeted thing that is justified as a piece of information because it is bundled to recognize whether its original form is the same as any existing thing. If the result of the evaluation of sameness is positive, the ID of the newThing is assigned with the ID of the existing concept. Otherwise, a new ID is created with a function of CreateID for newConcept.
identification purpose(same(anyexistingThing)) (newThing) ::=(?Same(existConcept, newThing)) ::=Same(ShareIdentification) existConcept,newThing , !Same(ShareIdentification) existConcept,newThing ) The meta-expression of the concept of data demands the confirmed existence of at least a piece of the semantic of existence as a pre-requisite, existence pre , and a post-requisite of the explicit cognitive identification or label of a concept, which is denoted with identification pst .
concept(Data) metamodel ::=<existence pre , identification pst > ::=<existence <True,Yes> , identification explicit(label) > An alternative explanation of data vs. information is a specific observed piece of data that is utilized to generate information as a result of evaluating whether it is the same as a piece of existing data through relating to existing recognized content.
conversion initial(purpose(conceptualization)) (data → information)
::=evaluation purpose (data) ::=relating cognition (new(data), observed(content)) ::=relating(new(data), observed confirmed(existence) (entity, relationship))
::=relating(new(data), observed RDXS (relationship)) ::=relating RDXS (new(data)→(relationship)) Constructively, many superficial semantics can evolve or be built on top of the generated semantics of the evaluation of ''same vs. different''. The contrary/negation of sameness is labelled as ''different'' or difference. We propose that the concepts of ''class/type'' comprise the core entity and developing other entity elements through the evaluation of ''is-a'' relationships is an extension of the evaluation of ''same vs. different''. Identification of sameness by humans can map to the process of abstraction on specific scenarios to collect the commonalities or shared characteristics by omitting unrelated details of a specific purpose. Abstraction comprises conceptualization processes through collecting the same or shared elements or features for integration as a new unity.
abstraction purpose ::=collect(same purpose (thing)) AND omit(different(thing)) ::=concept(Data) metamodel (thing relationship→entity , new(identification) entity )
D. ON THE SEMANTICS OF DATA AND INFORMATION
Empirically, data represents directly observed objects by stakeholders that solely contain its shared common meaning without bundled purposes. Intuitively, data are observed directly or collected independently. Therefore, data are bundled as entities with a piece of semantic completeness. The semantic of completeness originates as an output result of content processing operations and is not related to other things or related to other purposes. In the observed world, the raw material is the observed thing. If an observation stands by itself, or the observation is a result of an isolated observation or the observation is not a preparation or input of subsequence processing, the observation is not bundled with a specific human purpose or bounded for a stakeholder purpose. Then, the thing as the result between the observation with no purpose is potential data and can be mapped through its independence semantic as a single entity. Enlightened by the ''schemas'' [75] , [76] by Kant, we propose that data are things that are isolated from any human purposes. The identification of data can be cognitively defined by the direct or indirect presence of observers/stakeholders as the source of purposes. After conceptualization of an observation of a piece of content as a piece of data, it is revealed as a thing that is observed and related successfully to existing known concepts of certain types/classes through relating to existing VOLUME 7, 2019 relationships/entities in the whole network of relationships in the general background of relationship-defined everything of semantics. If the observation of data does not stand by itself, or the observation is not an isolated result, or the observation is a preparation or input of subsequent processing, the observation is bundled purpose of specific stakeholders. Then, the thing as the result of the observation with a purpose is a potential piece of information.
Information
Empirically, information refers to the composition of data or information or an association with knowledge following or under one or more specific purposes directly or indirectly. The purposes bring concrete semantics to the composition by relating to existing relationships of existing content or background. Multiple purposes can be related to data or information to realize the conceptual transition from data type to information type through relating the target data with at least a single purpose. The conceptual deduction process from data to information can be formalized as follows:
Information If the purposes of stakeholders are moved off information, information is decomposed into discrete data or information. Logically, if things are not observed but are not able to be mapped to known concepts of data, it is distinguished as an unknown thing.
However, unknown is a relationship representing a negative relationship of the observed thing with existing data. This distinction is a purpose and bundles a semantic that is represented by unknown to the observed thing/content. This process generates a piece of information/semantic of ''unknown'' by relating the observed thing and existing the DIKW content. Empirically, knowledge-based logical reasoning or value estimation on instances roughly maps to processing activities that rely on the conformance assumptions bundled with categories [75] or sampling representatives of probabilistic modelling [20] . Knowledge reasoning relies on the complete and consistent coverage of instances under the representative types or classes corresponding to underlying instances of representing data types and information types. Through abstraction processing, commonalities of instances of relationships among instances of data and information are conceptualized and categorized into representing types or classes. The representing types or classes are assumed to completely represent all instances under the types of corresponding data or information in terms of deterministic relationships among types or classes in RDXS or probabilistic assumptions of their values. With this semantic or association of assumed complete coverage from the closed world assumption (CWA) [71] bundled with type/class, deterministic reasoning on instances under this type or class can be performed by relating the unknown or unhappened things with the semantic of negation or false. However, if the completeness of coverage cannot be assumed sufficiently, the open world assumption (OWA) [71] applies from which no negation or false based on not direct mapping to the content of existing knowledge rules can be concluded or reached through associating to existing relationships.
reasoning [76] in which wisdom refers to the balance between reasoning and will for optimizing towards reaching comprehensive human goals that comprise various related and usually not consistently or even conflicting developing purposes. The implementation of wisdom takes the form of decision making through trade-off among existing data, information and knowledge, where the trade-off usually demands the transitional migration of resources among seemingly different domains. We define the meaning of all things in a system description as resources (RES) of DIKW types or relationships of RDXS. We define things as covering elementary targets of observation of a human represented at a given time. From a constructive perspective, the concept of typed data of D DIK lays the foundation for typed resources (TR) of TR DIK in the DIKW modelling framework. We propose typed data as modeling data purely comprising multiple dimensional related types (TR) or classes, which also represent all confirmed relationships of ''rules'' and interconnections with other types through these relationships. by its integrity is part of the whole unity in the form of a single graph or network that comprises other D DIK . In this D DIK graph or network, each node as a concept mapping to an entity of data is an equal contributor evaluated in the sense that the semantic is defined in the form of a relationship in the background of the whole graph of RDXS.
The modeling of data from discrete instances or values to purely comprising types or classes lays the foundation for our definition and modeling of typed information of I DIK and typed of K DIK . We further refine the definition of D DIK by specifying the frequency value of each comprising type or class. The frequency semantic of a class or type is created through the identification process as a result of the evaluation of ''same vs. different'' on one of the existing comprising types or classes of existing D DIK . A frequency value denoted by TF D is marked for each dimension of a D DIK , which records the repeated time or observed occurrence of the confirmation of the sameness of a specific piece of data content of a targeted type or class. 
, causality frequency (C F ), spatial frequency (SS F ) and temporal frequency (ST F ). SF records the number of succession relationships. IC F records the number of inclusion relationships. C F records the number of causality relationships. SSF records the number of static spatial trajectories. STF records the number of static temporal trajectories. Dynamic frequency includes usage frequency (U F ) and behavior frequency (B F ). U F records the number of repeated usages, which includes addition frequency, change frequency, deletion frequency and selection frequency. B F records the number of behaviors, which consist of repeated time trajectories and corresponding activities. Fig. 2 shows the empirical components of FRE.
IV. TRANSFORMATIONS MODES OF TR DIK A. THE FRAMEWORK OF TRANSFORMATION
Although various resources are distributed in edge devices instead of uniformly stored in the cloud [19] , they are still vulnerable to various unexpected operations and attacks. Towards designing a resource protection framework, we present a resource transformation-based protection framework of typed DIKW resources as follows.
TN:: (INS(T TEACHER ) ). We present the process of obtaining the target D DIK in which the person is a teacher as follows: (INS(T PERSON ) ), E jazz (INS(T CLASS )) represents the I DIK in which a person teaches a jazz class. Thus, we obtain that the occupation of the person is a jazz dancer. OCCUPATION ) )}. Thus, for implementing resource protection of D DIK 3 , we can potentially implement the resource type transformation from the target D DIK 1 , which represents it as a jazz dancer in terms of the occupation of a person into I DIK 1 in which the person teaches jazz class with TN D−I as follows: (INS(T PERSON ) ), E football (INS(T GAME ))). We can obtain the person's hobby is playing football from the K DIK based on the common sense knowledge that a hobby refers to the activities that a person frequently practices or wants to practice in during a leisure period. For example, with a high probability, we can infer that a person is a master candidate from the person's student occupation and that the age of the person is 24 years old, which is well above the age scope of most undergraduate students:
Therefore, to implement resource protection of I DIK 1 , we can transform the explicit target I DIK 1 into the implicit composition of D DIK 1 and D DIK 2 as follows: (INS(T OCCUPATION )) . We obtain that the person is off duty at 17:00 because of the special nature of his/her work, which is expressed as: R endwork (E officer (INS(T OCCUPATION ) ), E 17:00 (INS (T TIME ))). OCCUPATION ) ), E 17:00 (INS(T TIME )))}. Thus, to implement resource protection of I DIK 2 , we can transform the target I DIK 2 into I DIK 1 with TN I −I as follows: If the target I DIK can be obtained from another associated K DIK , we transform the target I DIK into another K DIK by categorizing and abstracting interactive and behaviour records. For example, a girl wants to choose a hobby class. According to the K DIK that girls like dancing, we infer the I DIK that the girl will choose a dancing class.
Therefore, to implement resource protection of I DIK 1 , we transform the explicit target I DIK 1 into K DIK 1 with TN I −K as follows: 
Thus, to implement resource protection of K DIK 1 , we transform the target K DIK 1 into D DIK 1 with TN K −D as follows:
Using an instance to represent type-level knowledge causes the reverse abstraction challenge in which multiple explanations can arise for the same instance because abstraction is based on instances of a certain quantity. * K DIK TN K −I − −−− → I DIK : TN K −I represents the protection mode in which K DIK transforms into I DIK . If the target K DIK can be obtained from another associated I DIK , we transform the target K DIK into another I DIK through the process of knowledge searching to knowledge creation. For example, we obtain the K DIK 1 that the hobbies of boys are usually different from the hobbies of girls according to the combination of I DIK 1 in which boys like playing the football and the I DIK 2 in which girls like watching Korean dramas. (T HOBBY )) ). Hence, to implement resource protection of K DIK 1 , we can transform the target K DIK 1 into I DIK 1 , I DIK 2 , I DIK 3 and I DIK 4 with TN K −I as follows: we can obtain the K DIK 2 that rabbits have a small caecum from the K DIK 1 that rabbits like eating carrots.
Hence, to implementat resource protection of K DIK 2 , we can transform the target K DIK 2 into K DIK 1 with TN K −K as follows:
B. INTERACTIVE COST-DRIVEN PROTECTION FOR TR DIK
Usually, target TR DIK exists in more than one trajectory of subgraphs. We can obtain target TR DIK directly after traversing these trajectories or inferring target TR DIK with other resources in the same trajectory. According to TN, every TR DIK can be replaced with another TR DIK after transformation. The core of the proposed security protection is transforming target TR DIK into another TR DIK , which requires considerably more resources to be evaluated in terms of computation, storage [56] and communication in DIKW graphs. To minimize the cost of protection and maximize the stakeholder's benefit, we use a cost-driven interactive method to choose an optimal transformed trajectory for stakeholders. We define an interactive cost-driven protection for TR DIK as CD P . CD P includes modules as follows:
. . ifl n ]: IFL() refers to the function of computing the influence of each TR DIK . We input different targets TR DIK into IFL(). IFL() outputs influence the value of every node (V IFL ). Array Q records the output results of every node in descending order according to their numerical values. The calculation of V IFL is as follows:
(ii) FD (Q)→ T i : FD() is a searching function of transformed trajectories (T i ) for target TR DIK . FD() conducts TR DIK in the same order as TR DIK storing in the array Q. For example, we traverse and determine the target D DIK inferred from I DIK 1 in IG DIK or K DIK 2 in KG DIK . Therefore, we identified 2 trajectories as follows: 
COST TN
(iv) SUM COM (Q)→ COST TOT : SUM COM is a function for calculating the total cost of protecting typed resources (COST TOT ). COST TOT consists of the destroying cost (P DES ), the searching cost (P SE ) and the transforming cost (COST TN ). P DES refers to the cost of destroying the links between nodes in TR DIK . P SE refers to the cost of searching the target TR DIK in the corresponding graph. The calculation of COST TOT is shown as Eq. (5):
(v) OC (COST A , COST TOT , COST P ) → Maximum (COST A /COST P ): OC() is a function of choosing the optimal conversion plan for stakeholders. Comparing the cost of attackers (COST A ) with the cost of stakeholders (COST P ), we choose an optimal conversion plan for stakeholders to protect security resources, which maximizes the benefit of stakeholders while minimizing the COST P . To obtain the optimal plan of transformation, there are three scenarios:
When the total cost of transformation is larger than the cost of attackers and the cost of stakeholders, calculate the next TR DIK in array Q. * (COST TOT >COST A ) (COST P >COST TOT ) choose − −−− → PL i with min (COST TOT ). When the total cost of transformation is larger than the cost of attackers and smaller than the cost of stakeholders, choose the trajectory that has the minimum total cost. * (COST TOT ≤ COST A ) until − − → (COST TOT >COST A ). When the total cost of transformation is smaller than or equal to the cost of attackers, calculate the next transformed trajectory until the scenario in which the total cost is larger than the cost of the attacker appears.
V. COMPONENTS OF RESOURCE SECURITY PROTECTION
With the popularity of smart devices in smart cities, current smart systems in smart cities are not competent in managing users' sensitive data, and they are causing security leakage. Edge computing can offload some storage and computational tasks from cloud data centers to the edge network, which raises many challenges related to security concerns. Sun et al. presented a comparative research analysis of the existing research work regarding the techniques used in cloud computing through data security aspects, including data integrity, confidentiality, and availability [19] . We build security in edge computing based on resource security aspects, including resource integrity, resource confidentiality and resource availability.
Security::=<INT, CONF, AVA>. Security consists of resource integrity (INT), resource confidentiality (CONF) and resource availability (AVA). Table 1 
A. RESOURCE INTEGRITY AND CORRESPONDING PROTECTION
Resource integrity is a significant concept in the security protection of resources. Resource integrity refers to protecting resources from unexpected operations such as deleting, modifying or fabricating by unauthorized attackers. We attempt to protect resource integrity in DIKW graphs to ensure that the valuable resources are not lost, changed, stolen or altered with a certain measurable degree with an explicitly accepted cost or charge for enacting the protection implementation. Resource integrity in DIKW graphs covers resource types of data, information and knowledge for which we denote the corresponding integrity with INT D , INT I and INT K .
We designed a smart city monitoring system to illustrate the protection of resource integrity. The smart city monitoring system consists of a geographic location acquisition module, credit card consumption tracking module, video acquisition module and resource analysis module. We collected resources and constructed DG DIK , IG DIK and KG DIK .
For example, the grade list of a class includes name, student number, subject and corresponding grade, which is expressed as grade_ list = INS(T NAME ), INS(T NUMBER ), INS(T SUBJECT ), INS(T GRADE ). To ensure the resource integrity of the grade list, we classify records as corresponding D DIK in DG DIK :
We classify the order of the grade and student's name of the corresponding grade as I DIK :
INF 
determine deleted element as dx k ; 5:
11: merge dx k in ID DIK ; 12: return ID DIK ; 13: end for;
B. RESOURCE CONFIDENTIALITY AND CORRESPONDING PROTECTION
Resource confidentiality is critical for users to store their security resources in the edge cloud. Resource confidentiality refers to ensuring edge cloud reliability and trustworthiness with strategies of authentication and access control. Simple encryption has a key management problem and cannot support complex requirements such as query, parallel modification, and fine-grained authorization [19] . We solve resource confidentiality including CONF D , CONF I and CONF K in DIKW graphs. Because D DIK in DG DIK is associated with I DIK and K DIK , once DG DIK records the authentication of a user, the record updates in both IG DIK and KG DIK , and it is difficult to change the record.
Algorithm 2 gives the authentication and access control strategy, which prohibits unauthorized users from accessing valuable resources. After inputting user ID and corresponding operations, ID and operations are matched with available ID in DG DIK and appropriate operations in IG DIK . When the return is p = 1, the user is prohibited. 
Resource availability includes AVA D , AVA I and AVA K . AVA D and AVA I are achieved in the proposed DIKW framework by transforming target D DIK or I DIK to another TR DIK . Algorithm 3 shows the process of recovering D DIK , which is destroyed by inappropriate operations and sends feedback on the recovery degree to users.
For example, the grade list of a class includes name, student number, subject and corresponding grade, which is expressed as grade_ list = {INS(T NAME ), INS(T NUMBER ), INS(T SUBJECT ), INS(T GRADE )}. To protect resource availability of the grade list, we classify records as corresponding
We classify the order of the grade and the score of each part in the paper as I DIK :
AVA 
VI. FEASIBILITY BASED SIMULATION
To show the feasibility of our proposed meta-modelling and security protection approach based on meta-modeling towards an interactive cost-driven transformation strategy for TR DIK , we evaluate the design of our proposed solution with numerical simulation. We designed a smart city model in our simulated edge architecture that contains multiple distributed sensors to collect databases, retrieve information bases and reasoning based on knowledge bases to construct DIKW resources for enacting our proposed security protection approaches. The deployment includes position sensors to collect trajectory data, forming spatial-temporal information and enabling implicit tracking functions, video sensors in several areas of the smart city model to collect visual data, and ATM and online shopping records. These sensor nodes collected resources, such as mobile trajectories of people and vehicles, and meal booking lists, and are classified according to an ontological categorization mechanism. Then, we proposed modes and schemas for these resources to be matched in terms of containing the same content but expressed in different types of resources in terms of DIKW, such as the information type resources of moving rhythm of an individual partially contain the age data and gender data of an individual, and some shopping products are good indicators of the identity of a student, which partially indicates the activity shopping habit information. To simplify the simulation, we defined the atomic cost of basic conversions between the smallest unit of various typed resources. Stakeholders are expected to protect resources covering data, information and knowledge that are expressed both explicitly in their original type or implicitly not in their original type. Data type content from four areas (Building 1, Building 2, Building 3 and Building 4) are collected, forming a comprehensive DIKW repository that comprises the background typed DIKW resource graphs of DG DIK , IG DIK and KG DIK . In the background of these graphs, security protection targets are selected from the content or nodes/links of these graphs. We randomly extracted 20 categories of content resources from the repository and classified them as type D DIK organized in the form of DG DIK . We marked the extent of expectation of these resources in terms of the complexity of evaluation or identified these content from their background content across all of the DIKW graphs. We also set the expected investment up-bound to reach the expected security protection goal of each category of typed content. We expect to protect 20 categories of typed resources as security resources with our cost-driven transformation-based protection mechanism. Transformations are conducted according to the interactively confirmed protection goal, which allows the expected investment of protection to cover the cost of type conversions in terms of computation, network traffic and storage cost in the edge environment in the DG DIK and associated IG DIK and KG DIK . Fig. 3 illustrates the comparisons of COST P and COST A during processing. Finally, we further optimize the resource conversion strategy by further contemplating the possible compositions of basic conversions to maximize the benefit of stakeholders.
VII. CONCLUSION
Shifting computationally intensive work of IoT from the cloud to edge computing has prevailed, especially with the increase in the adoption of 5G communication. Among the considerable benefits of this shift, we must also address the challenge of effectively and efficiently processing increasingly diversified resources in terms of data, information, knowledge and even wisdom from various sources, some of which might be from mobile sources. The traditional method or mode of matching various resources one-by-one might be less effective because the possible space of conversion compositions might be too large to be feasibly traditionally solved. We propose considering various resources from a meta-modeling perspective, and then the metamodel of resources can be reduced to data, information, knowledge and wisdom according to the DIKW model. Towards formally working on solutions at this metamodel level, we proposed formalizing the DIKW resources with reference to our proposed semantic expression model of relationship-defined everything of semantics and our proposed reasoning principles of existence computation (EC) at the existence level. In the application background of security content protection, we constructed a basic mechanism for constructing solutions in terms of resource types of data, information and knowledge in our DIKW hierarchy, which consists of specified graphs of data graphs, information graphs and knowledge graphs. Similar to database usage, we propose using resources of DIKW as a database, information-base, knowledge-base and wisdom-base in the DIKW graph forms of the data graph, information graph and knowledge graph. We illustrated the protection of security resources in aspects including integrity, confidentiality and availability with a transformed mechanism, which provides resource accessory management against computation complexity-based attacks. To optimize protection implementation in a business environment, we make trade-offs based on an interactive cost-driven protection strategy that allows trade-offs among protection expectations in terms of meeting expected protection degree but not necessarily surpassing it, and the minimization of the cost of investment by stakeholders and the cost of quality of services. Currently, when users delete and modify their resources, all the transformations of their resources in different layers in DIKW graphs should be deleted and modified accordingly. However, currently, we are still endeavoring to consistently ensure the correctness of deleting and modifying target resources. We are working on further validating modeling and protecting security provisions for a large scale of data and information VOLUME 7, 2019 XIAOBING SUN received the bachelor's degree in computer science and technology from the Jiangsu University of Science and Technology, in 2007, and the Ph.D. degree, from the School of Computer Science and Engineering, Southeast University, in 2012. He is currently an Associate Professor with the School of Information Engineering, Yangzhou University. He has authored more than 20 patents and published more than 80 papers in refereed international journals (STVR, IST, JSS, SCIS, and FCS) and conferences (ICSE, ASE, ICSME, SANER, and ICPC). His research interests include software maintenance and evolution, software repository mining, and intelligence analysis. He is a Senior Member of CCF and a member of ACM.
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